
DORA ZAIDENWEBER 
 
Born 1/24/24 Dvora Eiger in Radom, Poland. Father, Isaac, born~1897, an accountant and 
mother Hannah, born~1899. Grandmother Chaia Frydman and great grandmother Chava Eiger, 
all from Radom. Brother David, born~1921.. Yiddish and Polish spoken at home. Religious 
home, and she went to a JDS. Father a Zionist, on executive committee of centrist Zionist Labor 
Party. Twenty-five thousand Jews in Radom. Dora had little regular education as mother 
wanted her to be a traditional wife. Father wanted to go to Palestine after WW I but father 
died. He did visit in 1935-6. Dora spoke German and English and vacationed in Germany where 
she encountered antisemitism in form of signs saying “Juden Raus!” She was aware of attacks 
on Jews in a small Polish town by ultranationalist Poles. She knew about Kristallnacht as her 
family housed a refugee for several months.  
 
Germans occupied Radom 9/8/39. Mother, brother and Dora left to go to Pryztk while father 
and brother stayed behind. Later, the women returned to Radom. Men rounded up to work 
doing heavy labor. Jews registered to get ration cards and ID’s. On 11/11/39 (Polish 
Independence Day) Jews rounded up and put in 2 ghettos. Germans used prior Jewish 
community organizations, the Kehillah and Bet Din to organize and pass along orders and 
deliver workers in the ghetto. Father worked in a tannery and brother worked in Kehillah office. 
Parents hired teachers for children, including Dora. German officer billeted in their home which 
kept the from being raided by German soldiers. Life was “unpleasant normalcy.” Had to walk in 
the street with occasional beatings by Germans. Father on the board of an orphanage and some 
parents tried to get their kids in, but no room. He also earned enough money to allow them to 
buy food on the black market. Early 1941, family moved out of house and into small “living 
area” in ghetto with three other families. Her uncles, aunts and children moved in with her 
grandmother. At this time, she met her future husband, Jules (b.~1920). February 1942, 
Germans took president and VP of Kehillah and sent them to Auschwitz. Jews considered slave 
labor and some had to work for the Gestapo. April 28, 1942, Father taken to Gestapo HQ with 
75 others. Many were shot and brother went out to see if father among them. Father survived 
but sent to Auschwitz where he also survived and wrote a book about his experience, now at 
Yad Vashem. Mother took over family and used buried valuables to trade in black market. 
Uncle’s family nanny, not Jewish also helped with food. Jules’ family from Lublin all killed in a 
ghetto massacre. A cousin came from Ostrowicz to find a Gestapo man, not a true believer, to 
locate family. That man told Dora her father was alive in Auschwitz. Cousin left and was later 
killed. August 6, 1943, 2000 Jews rounded up from larger part of ghetto, including uncle, aunt, 
children and grandmother and shipped to Auschwitz where they died. Jules sent to dig mass 
graves for those killed in the roundup. Dora got a factory job and then went to a barracks 
where she worked in a vegetable garden. She was moved to another camp in 10/42. Brother 
making bookcases and got Dora job making mattress covers, then later as a maid and cook for 
Jewish workers. She found out from a Polish co-worker that her father still alive and needed 
food packages which were sent via the Polish worker until 1943. 
 
January 13, 1943, 5-600 Jews who were not on a list of people who had been to/had relatives in 
Palestine were deported. Remaining Jews were thought o be used in exchange for Germans in 
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Jerusalem. Never happened. Purim 1943, MD’s, professors and other intelligentsia taken away 
and killed. Some survivors of Warsaw Ghetto uprising brought to camp, including Alexander 
Donat, later author of The Holocaust Kingdom. Smaller section of ghetto turned into forced 
labor camp. Jules and Dora worked in a weapons factory and were married on 7/8/43 by a Dr. 
Klineberger, but not allowed to live together. She later worked as a furniture finisher. Mother 
and brother brought to a neighboring camp and Dora snuck under the wire to visit them. Jules 
got Dora a job on the day shift making machine parts for guns. July 1944, she was marched out 
with 2000 others. Saw uncle shot in front of her along with 5-6 other men. Got to Tomaszow 
where men and women separated. Only 500 of 2000 left. Women billeted in an attic over a jail 
until 8/44. Then they were put in cattle cars and sent to Auschwitz where they were undressed, 
showered and had hair cut off. Dr. Mengele then separated younger/older women and older 
ones then killed. She found father still alive after 2 ½ years because he spoke several languages 
and worked as a registrar. Smelled crematoria and one day one of the Zonderkommandos blew 
one up. Gassing stopped 11/44. January 18, 1945, Germans destroyed crematoria and gas 
chambers. Prisoners then marched 3 days in snow to a village, then put in boxcars to 
Grossrosen, Breslau and finally Buchenwald. Then put on train to Hanover where she was taken 
to Bergen Belsen. She was in first group to get there and thousands more followed. Spent 10 
weeks there sleeping on straw on floor. Dora and others contracted typhus from fleas in the 
straw. She says it was “death by starvation and disease.” Half of 25,000 prisoners died and 
bodies were stacked up outside. Her mother worked in the kitchen and brought Dora potato 
peels to eat while she suffered from typhus. Other inmates helped her get to muster each day 
until she collapsed and was taken to the “hospital” to die. Mother bribed head woman with a 
diamond ring hidden in her shoe to get Dora back to the barracks. The week before liberation 
4/15/45 Germans fled and were replaced by Hungarians. “Death, hunger and despair were 
constant companions.” Polish brigade of British Army arrived and tried to feed Prisoners, but 
food too rich and many died. Dora got dysentery which lasted 6 months. British made Germans 
bury bodies in mass graves. Inmates sprayed with DDT. 
 
Dora moved to clean barracks by UNRRA and then to various DP camps. Offered chance to go to 
Sweden to recover but turned it down to try to find brother and Jules. One day a man from 
Radom showed up and said they were on the way. She met Jules on way to town one day. They 
tool a coal train to Camp near Heidelberg where other Radom survivors were and stayed until 
8/45. Then they moved to a DP camp near Stuttgart until 9/1/50. Father liberated from 
Thereisenstadt. And appeared at their camp. Mother died 6/19/48 from internal hemorrhage.  
They tried to get to US but could not until Displaced Persons Act passed by Congress. In the 
meantime, Jules enrolled in Tech school to study electrical engineering and Dora studied 
economics and did work for UNRRA to earn money. She was the only Jewish student out of 200. 
Father and brother came to US in 1949. Jules’ mother, whose husband and daughter died in the 
camps, remarried and moved to Israel. Dora and Jules left Germany 9/1/50 and came to 
Minneapolis. Jules had to install TV antennas as his English was poor. Dora worked briefly in a 
dress factory and then at Northwestern Mutual Life in the office while she went back to school 
at the University Of Minnesota, as did Jules. 
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In Minneapolis, she had few American friends and was drawn to Holocaust survivors. Felt they 
were treated as charity cases by Americans. Did Holocaust programs at Adath Jeshurun on 
Fridays. She speaks to High school and university classes about the Holocaust. She talks about 
facts v. emotion to see what can be learned from the Holocaust. Many Christians she lectures 
cannot believe that the perpetrators were Christians themselves. She teaches that holocausts 
can happen to any group because 200 million people turned their backs on what happened to 
the Jews. She is not a believer in armed resistance or violence toward others. She feels armed 
resistance doomed to fail, as in the Warsaw Ghetto. Fels survival was resistance enough. 
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